LLD or ENGLISH 100A: Writing Competency through Genres

What is 100A?
LLD or ENGL 100A serves as alternative satisfaction of the WST requirement -- if you pass 100A with a C or better. The course is designed to prepare you to succeed in 100W, other upper division classes, and your profession.

Assignments include
- a rhetorical analysis of a paper you wrote for a previous course;
- a report about writing in your chosen discipline or field;
- a reflective essay about a book read for class;
- small homework assignments including journal entries, grammar exercises, and quizzes;
- a final portfolio showcasing your work in the class
- a final exam essay

Does it matter in which department I take 100A?
No, both LLD and ENGL 100A use the same curriculum and assessments. When pre-registering through MYJSU, be sure to check sections in both LLD and ENGL. Sometimes there are more sections listed on the second page.

Who is eligible to take 100A?
Priority during pre-registration goes to students who have passed ENGL 1B and have attempted the WST at least once and failed. After that, priority goes to graduating seniors, graduate students, students who have already taken 100A, and open-university students.